
DEVELOPMENT

Working Student/Intern Software-Developer
JavaScript/TypeScript (m/w/d)
WORKING STUDENT/ INTERN

You want to get a taste of startup life and learn how to internalize code from our tech team

during your studies or internship? Then you've come to the right place! Become part of the

snapADDY team!

Your daily doing will involve

Contributing to and further developing our snapADDY

product range based on browser extensions, web apps,

and mobile apps (as well as the corresponding

backends).

Diverse possible range of tasks from app development

with Ionic to web apps in Angular to backends with

NodeJS, depending on your strengths and interests.

Own projects: As part of our agile team, you have your

own areas and tasks that you can technically design and

push yourself.

Our Technologies:

 Your profile

You have basic knowledge in modern web development

with JavaScript (or great interest in it).

Ideally, you already have some experience with web

app frameworks (such as Angular, React or Vue).

Your way of working is structured and analytical, which

allows you to work independently and efficiently on

projects.

With your open and friendly character, you enjoy

working with colleagues in a team.



 Development in JavaScript and TypeScript

Web and apps: Angular, Ionic, Cordova/Capacitor,

Web Extensions.

Backend: NodeJS, NestJS, TypeORM, PostgreSQL,

Redis

Tools: GitHub with Zenhub, Slack, GitHub Actions,

Ionic AppFlow.

Hosting: Amazon Web Services (AWS), Lambda

Functions, Kubernetes

Presence in our office in downtown Würzburg to

support our team in the best possible way.

What we can offer

Your own exciting area of responsibility, which you can

advance independently

No customer-related project work, but sustainable product

development with the latest tech stack

Work in a fast-growing and successful tech start-up with flat

hierarchies and a motivated and dynamic team

Free choice of operating system and tooling

Work with state-of-the-art technologies in a well-equipped

950 m² office in the center of Würzburg

Free drinks, muesli bar and many team events

Regular and free massages offered directly in the office

Strong employee discounts at many retailers, service

providers and online stores

The best colleagues in the whole city

 

https://snapaddy.onlyfy.jobs/apply/oacsnjuouu8lbm60qrm58l5ax448n5n


About snapADDY

snapADDY develops software-as-a-service to digitize the world of sales. With our products, we help companies

automatically capture contacts and leads at trade shows and in everyday life. In this way, we reduce the unnecessary and

cumbersome work of manually entering contacts and improve data quality in CRM systems. Our software solutions enjoy

great popularity and are currently used productively by more than 2.500 customers: from start-ups to medium-sized

companies and corporations.

Since its founding in 2015, the company has grown from a start-up to a team with over 85 international employees. In

January 2021, we opened our second location in Vulaines-sur-Seine, near Paris. Our mission is to become the world's

leading company that automatically keeps CRM systems up to date and provides the best quality way to capture contacts

and leads.

Susanne Reimann, People and Culture Manager
Susanne is responsible for HR topics at snapADDY. You would like to apply and still have
questions about the process? No problem! Susanne is happy to help you with help
and advice.

Sounds good

Have all your open questions been answered?

Then apply right here with your detailed

application documents.
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